
Be sure to comment if there are any moments you’d like to see recreated. 

 

Day 2: 
 

Sidon found a way to inflate himself on command. He promptly showed this off to Fox, who started 
to pick up on the technique. They immediately had an inflate off, but Fox took it too far. 

 

Kazooie just noticed that she was taller. Was it because of her noticeably larger belly? 

 

Cassandra waddled around a mountain range. 

 

Foxy waddled around a seemingly empty suburban neighborhood. 

 

Morgana lifted his belly, making him much faster. 

 

Meow and Tigress did a clean sweep of a floor in an office building. They found a lathe machine, 
but it was broken. 

 

Chopper inflated a green signal balloon. 

 

Salazzle helped Seth inflate with water in order to open a weight safe. They were successful and 
acquired some essential supplies like a specialized water pump. 

 

The Sheriff of Nottingham thought he was fighting Vector but it was his Gluttony Sosia. It started 
to swell up, but he managed to destroy it in time. 

 

Lolbit helped herself to a gigantic donut. 



 

Bea did a clean sweep around a spa. She took this opportunity to relax and decompress on 
everything going on. 

 

Penelope tried using Lipomancy on Haida. She traded sizes with him. 

 

Rouge ate some pink gum and swelled into a giant mobile ball. She used this temporary power up to 
squish Kamui. 

 

Wilde saw how much fatter Welfin was. Now feeling better about himself, he let his true gut bulge 
out, popping his buttons and belt as he exhales. 

 

Banjo sits on a chair, only for it to break. 

 

Colleen wanted Carmalita to pump her bigger, and bigger… and BIGGER!!! No criminal will escape 
the balloon cops! 

 

Bowser found a way to inflate himself on command. He promptly showed this off to Roadhog, who 
started to pick up on the technique. They immediately had an inflate off, but Roadhog took it too far. 

 

Opera found what appears to be the remains of someone’s clothing. That poor green tropical shirt. 

 

Darkwing Duck’s belly groaned right before puffing up. Thankfully, it stopped there. 

 

Don Karnage & Werewolf Colleen got trapped in an “exercise” room. One of them must lift the 
weight 30 times to open the door, but each pump inflates you. Don Karnage took the challenge. 

 

Katswell struggles to see her own feet. 

 

Sly subdued Leomon via belly flop. Leomon escaped via inflating himself. 

 



Revali slashed Bergamo with a yellow Injector. He slightly bloated, and Revali dashed off. 

 

Sonic did a clean sweep around a manor. He found a shut down robotic maid surrounded by an 
incredible amount of food. 

 

Pike and Gloria took shelter in a decent sized suburban house. As Pike was learning how to set up 
a trap, he was interrupted by Gloria who wanted to show him something. He wasn’t interested, but 
she started anyway. She turned on a radio in another room; it was playing a song called Big and 

Chunky. She started to dance around as Pike just took it as some oddly catchy background music, 
but then Gloria bloated up as soon as the word “big” was heard. She expanded to the word “chunky” 

as well. She proceeded to bloat to the beat while dancing around. Once she shot a smug glare at 
Pike, he looked down to see he’s also being affected by this. He did his best to escape, but Gloria 
bumped him into the wall, making him stuck. As the 2 grow bigger and bigger, the house starts to 

break. Pike eventually breaks loose, but Gloria remains stuck. Eventually, the house explodes and 
the radio breaks. As the music ends abruptly, the rotund sized Pike stares at the blob-ish Gloria. 

 

Falco helped himself to a gigantic donut. 

 

Rocket Raccoon & Krystal relaxed in a warm lake… of contact lard. It was swiftly replaced with 
their now blubbery bodies. 

 

Magnus tried purchasing a jar of butterflies from a merchant. He had enough money and managed 
to purchase it, but he had some kind of sizable discount. 

 

Latch is hoping to eat his sandwich peacefully. He doesn’t want someone to mock him since he 
already has a gigantic belly. 

 

Dedede shot the “Rep Shot” at Mao Mao’s head. The slime forced itself into his mouth, stuffing them 
like a beanbag chair. 

 

Monokuma spent the day deflating. 

 

Wanda volunteered to be an improvised boat for Mea to use. 



 

Freya is in denial about her size. 

 

Roxy did a clean sweep around a candy store. Checking the back, she found a strange room with 
many machines. The area is coated with a sticky blue substance. 

 

Chance found Madleomon inflating like a balloon. He helped free him. They became allies. 

 

Wolfrun found and put on a HETS (High Elastic Tactical Suit). It fit his ample body perfectly, like it 
was designed to stretch eternally. 

 

Tawanna ate something really spicy and chugged from a water hose to extinguish their burning 
mouth. 

 

Yooka gave Zorori some blue gum. He swelled like a big blueberry. 

 

Hopps surprised Mangle with a water hose up the [REDACTED]. They got it out just in time. 

 

Byakko and Panthy did a clean sweep around a gym. They took this opportunity to exercise. 

 

Kass fired the MSBGL, inflating Reptile and blobifying Asgore. 

 

Tailbain slashed Saberwolf with a yellow Injector. He slightly bloated, and Tailbain dashed off. 

 

Behemoth ate some raw cookie dough during a binge. He started fattening into a gigantic blob. 

 

Leon found a... gem? After grabbing it, he immediately gained a bunch of weight. Stashing it made 
them thinner. What’s its purpose? 

 

Deeja could hear Sajin's groaning belly in the distance. 



 

King K Rool did a clean sweep around a clothing store. He grabbed himself a new stylish cape. 

 

Crash slapped his belly in pride. 

 

Legosi ate a peach and immediately got a bigger butt. 
 

Night 2: 
 

Magnus waddled around a beach. It was quite peaceful. 

 

Monokuma's big, groaning, sloshy body ruined his sneak attack on Kass. 

 

Penelope started to berry up, but Don Karnage managed to cure her. 

 

Mangle had a nightmare on Flesh St. They woke up much fatter and covered in... blood? It turned 
out to be some kind of sauce. 

 

Legosi drank a diet soda. It was quite "filling". 

 

Saberwolf smashed Hopps against a wall with his butt, leaving a large, butt looking imprint. 

 

Roxy and Mea focus on finding a way to deflate their “buttloons”. 

 

Chance stuffed himself silly and slapped their belly. Suddenly, it started groaning, and swelling 
bigger and bigger. It eventually stopped, leaving him larger than before. 

 

Chopper relaxed his big, fat body in a nice, warm Jacuzzi. 



 

Meow voluntarily fattens himself up so Tawanna and Haida could have a cozier bed. 

 

Banjo failed to see his own trap in the dark, bloating himself to a massive size. 

 

Rouge ate a bunch of Anerx's Dietary Marshmallows, and got a big squishy belly from each one. 

 

Crash tried working off the pounds, but then gave up and started stuffing himself. 

 

As Pike slept, Leomon shoved a can of whipped cream in his mouth. He awakened to being filled 
with a fattening cream. 

 

Vector started to berry up, but he managed to cure himself. 

 

Byakko thought he was sneaking up onto Sajin but it was a Palloncino Sosia set up by Falco. It 
started to inflate, but Byakko managed to destroy it in time. 

 

Latch relaxed his big, fat body in a nice, warm Jacuzzi. 

 

Foxy got stuck in a doorway. He really misses the pizzeria. 

 

Opera’s snoring was making her inflate a bit. 

 

Freya felt really weird, then suddenly gained an abundance of weight. 

 

Bergamo's big, groaning, sloshy body ruined his sneak attack on Kamui. 

 

Tailbain got stuck in a window sill. 

 



Revali had a nightmare on Hydrogen St. He woke up to a sloshy belly. 

 

Salazzle uses The Sheriff of Nottingham's large body as a bed. 

 

Yooka had a nightmare on Elexta St. He woke up much lighter. 

 

Cassandra had a not so minor friendly fire incident with Leon. They became enemies. 

 

Tigress and Bea were doing a clean sweep around a docking station. Suddenly, Lolbit and Welfin 
popped out of cover.  Lolbit immediately shoved some berries into Tigress’s mouth. Tigress swiftly 
started to swell into a blueberry. Before Bea could join her, she swiftly shot Lolbit and Welfin with 

bloat darts. She then grabbed some of the berries into Welfin’s mouth, making him swell into a 
blueberry as well. Bea managed to escape, leaving Lolbit hungry for revenge. 

 

Carmalita is worried about her groaning, creaking belly. At least she’s not like Sly, who was stuck in 
a nearby hallway. 

 

Deeja blinded Kazooie with a flashbang to make a quick escape. 

 

Werewolf Colleen had a nightmare on Eukaryotic St. She woke up much fatter and spitted out juice 
from various plants. 

 

Seth and Sidon stumbled across the scene of a blueberried Welfin and Tigress. Sidon went to ask 
about what happened. Welfin barely managed to explain that he and Lolbit had a great plan, but it 
ultimately flopped, resulting in his current condition. He also mentioned to NOT eat the berries that 
they dropped. Sidon took note, but he couldn’t say the same for Seth who was already half berried 

up. 

 

Panthy had a nightmare on Slime St. She woke up much fatter and covered in some strange 
substance. 

 

Dedede waddle into the scene of three large blue balls. It didn’t take long before he realized that two 
of those balls were his fellow teammates Welfin and Seth. Seth could barely mutter something at 



him, only spitting out some kind of blue juice. When Dedede came closer, Seth finally exclaimed 
“LOOK OUT!”. Before he could react, a blue blur launched something into his mouth. He stood 
confused at the sight of a smug Sonic, then started to feel heavier. He watched in horror as he 

would now share the same fate as his fellow teammates. 

 

Wilde had a nightmare on Sweets St. He woke up much fatter and a little sick. 

 

Katswell and Darkwing Duck forced Madleomon to gain some serious weight in order to open a 
weight safe. They were successful and acquired some essential supplies. 

 

Morgana was investigating a strange sight. Four large blue balls in the docking zone. The swift thief 
got to a good position, then leaped between the balls to identify them. Welfin? Seth? Fat King D? 

Some tiger lady, don’t really remember her on the blimp. As his berried teammates mutter for 
assistance, Morgana stylishly pulls out a miracle; a cure! Unfortunately, he only has one, so he must 
choose wisely. Seth reminds him that he is good with melee weapons. Fat King D reminds him that 

he’s a king and can promise him luxury, and will forgive him for the nickname. When Morgana asked 
for Welfin’s response, he proclaimed he’s in the middle of a trap. Reality stuck Morgana like the bloat 

dart that just went into him. He leaps into cover and scans his current situation. Looks like 2 
assailants. Before he could develop a full plan, Welfin managed to lean over and mention something 

horrifying. “M-Morg, you’re turning blue.”. Whatever bloat dart that was, it was designed to inflict 
some kind of berrifying effect. He could already feel his body swelling up, he must act fast. He 

grabbed his slingshot and a flashbang; he readied his shot, but some kind of blue, blurry entity was 
spreading towards him. He released and the grenade struck the blue spiky fiend. Confused, it 

foolishly stared at it right when it went BANG. The blue fiend spread around the area, bumping into 
almost every cargo container. Now, for the bloat dart assailant who’s hiding in a small building. With 
his swelling body almost reaching its max capacity, he must act now. He decided to use the hostile 

berry as a means of travel. That cowardly sniper seems like they don’t want to hit their ally. When he 
was close enough, Morgana pulled out one last ace, a blimp grenade. When the timing was right, he 
threw it with all of his might. It bounced exactly where he wanted it to. It exploded, but no ballooning 
tango. Turns out she hopped out the window and was on the run. Morgana gave chase; when he got 
close, he leaped off of his berry ride and crushed them. The sniper turned out to be some dog lady 
known as Wanda. As much as Morgana wanted revenge, he had no time to waste. His enlarging 

body was engulfing his legs forcing him to roll himself to his team. He came back with the cure, but 
he must pick now, or else they’re all doomed. Welfin managed to persuade Morgana to use the cure 
on himself due to his skillful actions. Morgana accepted the choice, but accidentally dropped it due to 
his swollen hands and bloated arms. It was too late, until he felt a slight prick on his belly. He started 

to dejuice back to normal, and then was greeted to the sight of Wolfrun. He was just browsing 
around for bloat dart supplies when he witnessed Morgana’s battle. The two agreed to find another 

cure, but they had no further luck. They were left with a request though, find the one named Bea and 
take her out. 

 



Bowser got stuck in a hallway. 

 

Colleen couldn't get enough jelly beans until her belly started rapidly swelling. Thankfully, she could 
still move, but barely. King K Rool did the exact same thing. 

 
 


